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New project aims to amplify weak signals around risk, enabling action to be taken before any damage is
done
London / Geneva – 29 August, 2017 – The University of Applied Sciences Western Switzerland (Hes-so)
(https://www.hes-so.ch/en/about-26.html) has teamed up with new generation GRC solution provider OXIAL
(http://www.oxial.com/), for a research project that looks to mitigate human risk in Financial Services
(FS).
A previous Hes-so study identified human risk as one of the major threats to banks and other FS
providers, and the new project will use OXIAL’s GRC software to amplify the weak signals within an
organisation and prevent human risk from causing too much damage.
“Human risk is a highly significant factor in whether or not a bank achieves its business objectives,
but it is hard to discover and even harder to mitigate against,” said Magali Dubosson, Professor,
Hes-so. “Working with OXIAL will enable us to amplify the weak signals within a bank that could signify
the threat of human risk, adding quantitative and qualitative measures to the established framework from
our previous studies.”
The Hes-so and OXIAL are seeking forward-thinking banks to become part of the upcoming project,
benchmarking real-life situations with the partner. While traditional Enterprise Risk Management (ERM) is
formal and based around engineering principles, the university research team at Hes-so will use an
anthropological approach, based on amplifying weak signals to identify ill feeling and employee
disenchantment that could lead to a threat.
“It’s a tough time for banks, with increased compliance pressure and the growing threat of
cyber-attack. But it is human risk that could be potentially the biggest threat yet and there are very
few banks properly equipped to mitigate against this, said Eric Berdeuax, OXIAL. “They lack the tools
required for mitigation and also the understanding of the threat human risk poses. So we are looking to
establish very early in the process where banks might be vulnerable to human risk and what they can do to
reduce this before it even happens.
The previous project involved the research team interviewing executives from European private banks, and
found evidence of a rampant neglect and of a lack of leadership, which had led to a toxic corporate
culture. Many employees felt dissatisfied and hungry for revenge against those they perceived to be
responsible.
The five most common acts of revenge were:
•Stolen data
•Abuse of internal or customer accounts
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•Manipulation of wage components
•Unjustified charges applied to customers
•Abuse of money-bearing advantages and repayments from customer transactions are abused
“The rise in human risk can be attributed to the many restructures in banking since the financial
crisis of 2008,” explained Emmanuel Fragnière, Professor, Hes-so. “The changes led to declining
margins and higher regulatory costs and to address this, banks pushed their staff harder and harder,
bringing occupational stress and disenchantment. This in turn increased the likelihood of stolen data and
fraud, endangering the FS firm’s reputation and bottom line. We want to work with organisations that
are serious about human risk so we can mitigate against this more effectively than ever before.”
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About OXIAL
OXIAL’s New Generation GRC solutions are entirely built to address some of the greatest challenges
impacting organisations that are faced with Risk Management, Internal Control and Compliance and Audit.
OXIAL’s integrated GRC platform enables organisations to become more efficient and effective in
mitigating risk by integrating and automating GRC processes on a global scale. Featuring intuitive and
powerful tools that make it possible to respond to fast-evolving risk environments, OXIAL makes it easy
to synchronise corporate governance, enterprise risk management and corporate compliance activities and
undertake real- time monitoring across all business and IT processes and company assets. OXIAL operates
globally across multiple industries and meets the needs of over 40 customers who have chosen OXIAL to
drive business performance and achieve success.
www.oxial.com
About The University of Applied Sciences Western Switzerland
With 21,000 students, the HES-SO is the largest UAS in Switzerland. Its 68 study programs and research
activities are divided into six faculties: Design and Fine Arts; Business, Management and Services;
Engineering and Architecture; Music and Performing Arts; Health; and Social Work.
The Hes-so is the biggest university of applied sciences in Switzerland. It covers all the
French-speaking part of Switzerland (and some small areas of the German-speaking parts). It offers
bachelor, master and executive education programs in French, German and English. Its teaching is about
combining theory and practice. Its research focuses on applied research and is conducted according to the
international standards. Hes-so promotes international collaboration among researchers and
multidisciplinary responses to research and business issues.
https://www.hes-so.ch/en/about-26.html
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